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Abstract
With the advancement in technology of modern power electronic and development of measurement
systems such as phase measurement units(PMU)and wide area measurement system (WAMS),
modern power system coordinated with sub synchronous oscillation stability issues has been
increased. Since there are obvious time delays during the measurements, it is important to properly
evaluate the impact of time delays on the power system oscillation stability and the controller design. In
this paper,reviewed impact of various controllers design for mitigation of sub synchronous oscillation
stability.
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Abstract
Now a day’s power quality problem is major issue, due to the wide use of power electronics, industrial
and commercial loads pose non-linear characteristics. These nonlinear loads are the major source for
power quality issues and produces harmonics. In this paper to eliminate both the current and voltage
harmonics, minimize power quality problems and compensates reactive power by using Fuzzy Type-1
based PV-Hybrid series active power filter is used.
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Abstract
In this paper, open circuit fault diagnosis is done by normalized parks vector approach. In this method
of open-circuit fault diagnosis, parks vector transformation is used to transfer three phase to two phase
for easy simplification. This transferred two phase value is further normalized so that become load
independent. Further average value and absolute average value of normalized current are used to
formulate diagnostic variable. So that normalized Parks Vector approach is robust against false alarm.
It detects and localize not only single switch open-circuit fault but also multiple open-circuit fault occur
in voltage source inverter.
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Abstract
The complexity of the power demand has been increased with growth in power system generation and
transmission which are restricted to resources and environment which lead to transmission system for
heavily loading and becoming less secure to ride through outages. Large power flows with inadequate
control, excessive reactive power, dynamics swings between different parts of the system and bottlenecks
reduce the potential of the transmission interconnections. With the increase in demand for power, has in
fact increased the complexity of the power system, greater power system security and quality of supply,
with use of Flexible AC Transmission System Technology (FACTS) allows dynamic and flexible control of
power system it has much potential to cater to most of the needs of present power system and enables
utilities to get the most service from their transmission facilities and enhance grid reliability. An attempt is
made in this paper to study UPFC, modeling with SIMULINK, voltage regulation and reactive power and
total harmonic distortion aspects.
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ABSTRACT 
Our Invention "Blockchain" is an innovation to tie down adaptable admittance to the 
medical services data assets (HIR) contained inside electronic wellbeing records (EHR) 
frameworks and furthermore overseeing access consents with confirmed self-sovereign 
personalities and dispersed record procedures, HIR might be gotten. The imagined 
innovation likewise incorporates a patients and different clients might be enlisted to get 
to a disseminated record, for example, a medical services blockchain, utilized to set, 
have and arbitrate consents to get to HIR and the approved proprietors and additionally 
patients with rights to their own HIR might have the option to allow fine-grained and 
contingent access authorizations to outsiders. The concocted innovation is a data moves 
and exchanges happening as indicated by these authorizations might be logged inside 
keen agreements fused in the medical services blockchain. The imagined strategy 
makes an electronic wellbeing record and breaks down that record to introduce an 
outline report and the report may alternatively incorporate treatment openings, 
methodologies, and plans for the doctor and patient. The Block chain innovation is an 
information handling steps used to make and dissect the record and convey the outline 
information might incorporate collection, reconciliation, interior approval, clinical 
approval, assessment, forecast, and correspondence. 
 
FIELD 
Our innovation "Blockchain Is identified with a medical care data trade utilizing 
blockchain-based innovation and furthermore identifies with the field of electronic 
wellbeing records, and in praiseworthy and to further developed strategies for keeping 
up with and conveying wellbeing record data.  
FOUNDATION  
Medical care records containing essential data assets might be created by an assortment 
of elements, like medical services suppliers, drug stores, patients, and others. These 



medical services records, regardless of whether in electronic wellbeing record (EHR) 
structure, may live in an assortment of areas, and may not be effectively open to an 
assortment of uses, current partners, and additionally different clients of those medical 
services records. Simultaneously, various frameworks for putting away medical 
services records might use their own system for controlling and dispensing the 
wellbeing data assets (HIR) that are put away inside their different EHRs.  
This might create turmoil among patients and different clients of the medical care 
information, just as trouble in getting to the medical services information itself. As a 
rule, patients might have practically no control of their EHRs and additionally HIRs that 
relate to them. Sometimes, new applications improvement that could profit from getting 
to and overseeing HIR information might be successfully limited inside inheritance 
EHR conditions.  
Besides, because of potential obligation coming about because of resistance with PHI 
taking care of guidelines, rehearsing wellbeing frameworks (e.g., medical clinics) 
frequently decide to control the full lifecycle of their EHRs, from birth to annihilation 
of the HIR information inside them. Hence, the HIRs, or the show thereof, may not be 
promptly modified or in any case available to patient necessities or the requirements of 
the clients of the information. Even further, overseers of the medical services 
information, for example, care suppliers inside medical care frameworks, might be 
troubled with the risk of overseeing and dispensing medical services information, by 
and large, diverting those substances from their center capabilities, like giving medical 
services.  
The Electronic Health Record (EHR) is a critical component in endeavors to oversee 
medical services conveyance. As a rule, the EHR is most important today for the most 
diseased individuals from our general public the 10% of the populace that devours 
80% of the expense. With various conditions requiring different subject matter experts, 
numerous incredible prescriptions, various subordinate consideration suppliers and 
cautious consideration coordination from case and sickness directors, these people are 
likewise prone to be the most un-capable by and by to convey the intricacy of their 
narratives and wellbeing status to their next treating doctor. 
 
However, it is by and large that intricacy that perplexes the clinical local area's 
endeavors to decrease blunders of exclusion and commission and to limit the expense of 
duplicative and in any case pointless consideration. Extensively talking, there are three 
wellsprings of medical services data about patients: the actual patients (or their 
guardians); the patients' doctors, emergency clinics and different suppliers; and the 
patients' wellbeing plan or other payer.  
 
Most patients have just restricted data about their own consideration and surprisingly 
less capacity to acquire, hold and store such information. More terrible, a patient's 
capacity to by and by keep up with their own wellbeing record diminishes with ailment, 
illness and, regularly, with age. Indeed, even the easiest to understand individual 
wellbeing record (PHR) frameworks accessible today are rarely utilized and 
surprisingly less much of the time refreshed on an ideal premise by their proprietors.  
 
Doctors, emergency clinics and different suppliers are legally necessary and expert 
morals to keep up with critical records relating to the consideration they give. These 



suppliers don't either by and large or exhaustively get patient information from the 
range of different suppliers. Accordingly, clinics may have a profound supply of data in 
regards to the administrations and tests gave to patients inside the office and, maybe, by 
the conceding doctor, yet little, assuming any, data from different offices or doctors 
who have treated those equivalent patients.  
 
A solitary doctor knows and has records of all that the patient has advised him and the 
treatment he has given, however that supplier knows neither what the patient has been 
told by different doctors nor what treatment different doctors have given. Convoluting 
the dispersed idea of the data is that it remains predominantly paper-based and 
manually written, delivering it incredibly hard to incorporate, examine and additionally 
communicate viably. Along these lines, there is a requirement for further developed 
frameworks and techniques for coordinating patient information and giving it in a 
valuable structure to the individuals who need it. 
 
OBJECTIVES  
1. The goal of the development is to an innovation to tie down adaptable admittance to 
the medical services data assets (HIR) contained inside electronic wellbeing records 
(EHR) frameworks and furthermore overseeing access authorizations with confirmed 
self-sovereign personalities and appropriated record methods, HIR might be gotten.  
2. The other goal of the development is to a patients and different clients might be 
enrolled to get to a disseminated record, for example, a medical services blockchain, 
utilized to set, have and mediate consents to get to HIR and the approved proprietors as 
well as patients with rights to their own HIR might have the option to concede fine-
grained and restrictive access authorizations to outsiders.  
3. The other goal of the development is to a data moves and exchanges happening as 
indicated by these authorizations might be logged inside keen agreements fused in the 
medical care blockchain and the imagined technique makes an electronic wellbeing 
record and investigates that record to introduce a synopsis report and the report may 
alternatively incorporate therapy openings, systems, and plans for the doctor and 
patient.  
4. The other goal of the development is to a data moves and exchanges happening as 
indicated by these authorizations might be logged inside keen agreements fused in the 
medical care blockchain. The designed technique makes an electronic wellbeing record 
and dissects that record to introduce a synopsis report and the report may alternatively 
incorporate treatment openings, procedures, and plans for the doctor and patient.  
SUMMARY 
The advancements unveiled in this give usefulness to empowering electronic 
admittance to ensured wellbeing data (PHI) as per the desires of a patient and 
additionally other approved gatherings including, however not restricted to, the medical 
care supplier to whom the medical services information might have a place or is 
generally approved under existing guideline. The patient or supplier might assign who 
(e.g., people, elements, applications, and so on) may have authorization to get to their 
PHI or potentially other wellbeing data assets (HIRs), and may additionally put 
contingent specifications (e.g., time spans, redactions, areas, number of perspectives, 



gadget types, obscurity, and so forth) by which a designee may get to approved PHI as 
well as other HIRs. 
As indicated as a visual cue epitome, electronic medical care records (EHRs) may live 
at an asset arrangement of an element that has produced the medical care record or has 
gotten the medical services record, for example, a clinic's asset system(s) for overseeing 
EHRs. These asset frameworks might be designed to give PHI or potentially other HIRs 
to an approved client application as per a predefined standard. An application program 
interface (API) may live on a front-finish of the asset framework to give this predefined 
organization to granular HIRs to a mentioning and approved client's customer 
framework.  
 
As indicated as a visual cue epitomes of the exposure, a client (e.g., patient) might be 
capable, by means of an application executing on their customer framework, set 
contingent authorizations for their HIR. Through a UI of the application, the client 
might have the option to assign restrictive authorizations for a specific HIR, or 
assortment of assets, for example, those commonly contained in a current EHR. 
 These restrictive permission(s) might be utilized to create a consent award that might 
be shipped off a circulated record, or medical services blockchain framework, to 
summon an executable savvy contract inside a medical care blockchain. On the off 
chance that the client is approved to make consents be composed onto the blockchain' s 
shrewd agreements, then, at that point the blockchain frameworks might fuse (e.g., hash 
with earlier squares) another square containing new and additionally changed 
authorizations, for example, as at least one keen agreements.  
Keen agreements contained inside the medical services blockchain may work utilizing 
any appropriate conventions to settle or potentially empower arrangements between 
gatherings to execute as per those arrangements as endorsed, determined, classified, 
confirmed, and additionally implemented. These equivalent shrewd agreements might 
be both self-executing and additionally self-upholding. In model epitomes, a keen 
agreement is utilized to decide if admittance to a HIR ought to be conceded to a 
mentioning party. For this situation, the brilliant agreement might make this assurance 
dependent on, among different elements, the check of an affirmed self-sovereign 
personality (CSI) of the mentioning party, a CSI of the party possessing the data, and 
authorizations recently given by the claiming party.  
As indicated as a visual cue epitomes of the exposure, authorizations might be 
communicated inside at least one shrewd contract(s) in the blockchain that assigns and 
additionally empowers the permissioning of others, for example, in a contingent way, to 
get to the HIR for which the consents in the blockchain were produced. Once fused into 
the medical services blockchain, the shrewd contract(s) may produce as well as send a 
sign to a customer arrangement of a permissioned party that he, she or it might get to 
the HIR for which authorizations have been conceded.  
In model epitomes, just the latest authorization states, as fused in the medical care 
blockchain, might have the option to approve access tokens. Subsequently, a changeless 
record of all action may recorded in the blockchain while saving close to continuous 



patient control as well as capacity to address any errors of data move to customer and 
different frameworks. 
 
It is to be perceived that both the accompanying rundown and the definite depiction are 
commendable and logical and are planned to give further clarification of the 
development as asserted. Neither the outline nor the portrayal that follows is planned to 
characterize or restrict the extent of the innovation to the specific provisions referenced 
in the rundown or in the depiction. In a commendable exemplification, a strategy makes 
an electronic wellbeing record (EHR), and investigates that record to introduce 
treatment openings, techniques, and plans for the doctor and patient in a Patient Clinical 
Summary report likewise alluded to as a PCS report.  
 
An electronic wellbeing record (EHR) may give clinical data about a singular patient 
and may remember information from different essential partners for the medical 
services framework: Payers (insurance agencies and different substances at monetary 
danger for care), suppliers (doctors, drug specialists, attendants and other clinical 
experts in intense, walking, nursing home, and home consideration settings), and the 
actual patients. Information living at payers will be alluded to as a payer-based 
wellbeing record (PBHR).  
 
The PBHR might incorporate cases, care the executives, drug store, self-studies and 
different information. Supplier (clinics and doctor workplaces) information will be 
alluded to as an electronic clinical record (EMR). These records might incorporate 
clinical discoveries, research center outcomes, radiology pictures, or different 
information. 
 DIAGRAM 

 FIG. 1 is a flow chart showing the operation of a disclosed process in an exemplary 
embodiment. 
 



 FIG. 2 is a block schematic diagram showing an apparatus for collecting, processing 
and distributing data. 

 FIG. 3 is a block schematic diagram showing a further embodiment of an apparatus for 
collecting, processing, and distributing data. 
 
DESCRIPTION  
 In an excellent encapsulation, a joining cycle inspects the total record for copy and 
covering information (for example indistinguishable lab results from both the lab and 
the specialist's office), recognizes that information, disposes of the copy information, 
and gathers an amended single, solidified record. In an epitome, inward approval 
measures are performed utilizing different procedures, which might incorporate 
likelihood evaluation, referential alters, calculations as well as different strategies to 
confirm that specific key information components in the solidified record are, indeed, 



right. For instance, for some ailments, for example, a cardiovascular failure, the 
"preclude" and "present" codes utilized in certain records might be something very 
similar.  
 
In this way, it is attractive to give an instrument to determine equivocalness. For 
instance, inward approval might handle drug information, lab results, doctors' 
appraisals, and different information components to infer that the condition is or 
alternately is absent. In the event that, for instance, there is one medical care guarantee 
that demonstrates a condition, this might be inadequate data to finish up with sureness 
that the condition truly exits. Assuming, in any case, this cases information are 
validated by a few doctor experience records or other medical care information 
diagnosing a similar condition, then, at that point all things considered, the condition 
exists.  
 
A comparative approval measure is utilized in certain encapsulations to affirm that the 
patient being referred to is, without a doubt, the right understanding. At the finish of 
these cycles, in commendable exemplifications, a solitary, coordinated, woven, 
complete, and solidified clinical history exists on the right tolerant. This record is 
alluded to as the electronic wellbeing record or EHR. Examination of the collected, 
coordinated, and approved patient information in the solidified record may then be 
refined as wanted. In praiseworthy epitomes, this cycle thinks about the solidified 
patient record to prove based rules and best practices to test for holes in mind and 
uncover treatment openings. The review interaction might distinguish care being 
conveyed that isn't suitable just as suggested care. This cycle may likewise incorporate 
a chain of importance of prompts (cautions, alerts, and expected blunders) that upholds 
the doctor's dynamic interaction.  

 
In excellent encapsulations, an expectation interaction might utilize different prescient 
displaying strategies (neural organizations, man-made brainpower, and so forth) to 
distinguish patients who are at higher danger than others for different conditions. 
Insightful procedures look for those patients who could require broad clinical benefits 
and recognize the inexact expense of those administrations.  
 
The forecast cycle then, at that point distinguishes proper treatment systems, plans and 
activities for the patient. At the finish of the investigation and forecast measures, a 
synopsis (for instance, a Patient Clinical Summary) of the examined united patient 
record is made for use by approved people inside the medical services framework. In an 
encapsulation, the rundown is sent to approved people. Correspondence can be through 
the web, keen card, fax, or face to face with the presentation medium being a PC screen, 
PDA gadget, or paper, for instance. 
 

RESEARCH CLAIMS 
 1) The created innovation is a data moves and exchanges happening as per these 

consents might be logged inside savvy contracts consolidated in the medical 
services blockchain. The imagined strategy makes an electronic wellbeing record 
and breaks down that record to introduce an outline report and the report may 
alternatively incorporate treatment openings, procedures, and plans for the doctor 
and patient. The Block chain innovation is an information handling steps used to 
make and dissect the record and convey the outline information might incorporate 



conglomeration, joining, inner approval, clinical approval, assessment, expectation, 
and correspondence.  

2) According to claim1# the development is to an innovation to tie down adaptable 
admittance to the medical care data assets (HIR) contained inside electronic 
wellbeing records (EHR) frameworks and furthermore overseeing access 
authorizations with ensured self-sovereign characters and dispersed record 
procedures, HIR might be gotten.  

3) According to claim1,2# the creation is to a patients and different clients might be 
enrolled to get to a circulated record, for example, a medical services blockchain, 
utilized to set, have and mediate consents to get to HIR and the approved 
proprietors and additionally patients with rights to their own HIR might have the 
option to give fine-grained and contingent access authorizations to outsiders.  

4) According to claim1,2,3# the development is to a data moves and exchanges 
happening as indicated by these consents might be logged inside shrewd agreements 
fused in the medical care blockchain and the designed strategy makes an electronic 
wellbeing record and dissects that record to introduce a rundown report and the 
report may alternatively incorporate therapy openings, systems, and plans for the 
doctor and patient.  

5) According to claim1,2,4# the innovation is to a data moves and exchanges 
happening as per these consents might be logged inside shrewd agreements joined 
in the medical care blockchain. The concocted strategy makes an electronic 
wellbeing record and breaks down that record to introduce a synopsis report and the 
report may alternatively incorporate treatment openings, systems, and plans for the 
doctor and patient. 
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Welded joints are widely used in almost every industry, including automotive, commercial 
roofing, and many more uses. A welding joint is a feature or component where two or more 
pieces of metal or plastic are attached to one another. They are created by welding or better 
painting (metal or plastic) parts that are stable and have a specific geometry. The strengths of 
these joints are of great concern because, in today's world, they play a significant role in the 
development of systems and device parts. The strength of these joints and welding determines 
the service life of these structures, protecting them from loss whether it be a human loss, 
financial loss, or other kind of loss. In this study, we have examined the microscopic and 
macroscopic behaviour of a few particular and often used corporate joints under a variety of 
desired forms of loads. In this project, we took 3 welding joints and welded them using 3 
different techniques. Then, using a metallurgical microscope, we obtained the microscopic 
geometry of the joint, tested it on a UTM machine, and used the results to draw power from it. 
The strengths were then put on a graph to show the best welding technique for a given joint. 
Keywords: Material welding, Weld joint, Microstructure Analysis, FEA Analysis. 
 
Introduction 
When two or more elements are fused together, either with or without the use of stress and 
filler material, a permanent bond is created. This process is known as welding. The materials 
that need to be bonded may be quite similar or extremely dissimilar. Burning gasoline or 
creating an electric arc are two methods for producing the heat needed for the material to fuse. 
Due to faster welding, the latter approach is employed more frequently. In fabrication, 
welding is frequently used as a substitute for casting, forging, as well as for bolted and riveted 
joints. It can also be used as a medium for repairs, such as to patch a split in steel, gather a 
little piece that has broken off, such a tool's enamel, or fix a worn floor that has a bearing 
ground. The most popular method for permanently joining together device components and 
systems is welding. A production procedure called welding unites materials (metals or 
thermoplastics). 
Arc welding is the name for the process of joining two metals together while using an electric 
arc. The power source utilized in arc welding the electricity (electric current). the electrical 
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1. Experimentation 
a) First of all calibrate the load cell by using standard weights. 
b) Measure the initial dimensions offset specimen. Eg .length, width, thickness. 
c) Fix the test specimen between two clamping units. 
d) Set the load indicator at zero position by employing a fine & coarse adjustment knob. 
e) Mark the initial position of the movable clamping member. 
f) Apply the tensile load gradually by employing a lifting mechanism. 
g) Record the elongation of test specimen & period of your time elongation is in mm & load 
is in kg. 
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The need for bigger, briskly and lighter moving vehicles, similar as vessels, trains, exchanges 
and motorcars has increased the significance of effective structural arrangements. The two 
approaches live to develop effective structures either operation of new accoutrements or and 
minimal weight can be attained. The sandwich structures have implicit to offer a wide range 
of seductive design results. To attained weight reduction, these results can frequently bring 
space savings, fire resistance, noise control and bettered heating and cooling performance. 
Ray- welded metallic sandwich panels offer a number of outstanding parcels allowing the 
developer to develop light and effective structural configurations for a large variety of 
operations. These panels have been under active examinations during the last 15 times in the 
world. The structural models in CATIA can be efficiently imported into ANSYS. Structural 
analysis is done, outside stress and total deviation is observed.  
 
Keyword: Deformation, Stress, ANSYS, FEA Analysis. 
 
Introduction 
This construction has frequently used in feather light operations similar as Lift, EOT crane 
ray, vehicle body, aircrafts, marine operations, wind turbine blades. In principle two 
approaches live to develop effective structures either operation of new structural design. A 
proven and well- established result is the use of sandwich structures. In this way high strength 
to weight rate and minimal weight can be attained. The sandwich structures have implicit to 
offer a wide range of seductive design results. In addition to the attained weight reduction, 
these results can frequently bring space savings, noise control. Use of Ray- welded metallic 
sandwich panels offers a number of outstanding parcels allowing the developer to develop 
light and effective structural configurations for a large variety of operations. These panels 
have been under active examinations during the last 15 times in the world. Outokumpu has 
been sharing in several cooperative systems in this area. In Finland the exploration related to 
all steel sandwich panels was initiated in 1988 in the Ship Laboratory of Helsinki University 
of Technology. Since also in a considerable number of exploration systems in Finland, similar 
as Shipyard 2000, Weld 2000 and the Kenno  Light Structures Technology Program, 
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INTRODUCTION 
                 A solar thermal collector functions by gathering solar energy in the form of 
heat. It is a crucial part of solar heating systems. In comparison to flat plate collectors, 
parabolic solar dish collectors can capture more energy per unit surface area. 
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INTRODUCTION TO DAMPING RATIO, (ZETA):- 
Damping ratio expresses that response as a ratio between the actual damping of the 
automobile system and the critical damping coefficient ( ).  
It is expressed as follows:   
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